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The strain limit state criterion for hollow section joints
This paper focuses on discussions about establishing the design resistance of hollow section joints, which have now been
ongoing for 30 years. The question arose once physical experiments could be replaced by numerical tests and was temporarily solved by agreement on a displacement limit within the IIW.
With the advent of design using finite element (FE) solutions
and the use of high-strength steels, this question is being
raised once more.
Many design guides and standards with considerable international consensus are now available for the design of welded
hollow section joints in onshore and offshore construction.
However, they typically cover relatively standardized joint
types, geometries and loading cases. In the event of unusual
joints it is now common for finite element modelling to be performed, but specific guidance needs to be provided on acceptable FE modelling procedures and the interpretation of the output in order to determine a suitable joint design resistance.
With this objective in mind, this paper describes appropriate FE
modelling and ultimate limit states that can be used; in particular, a 5 % ultimate strain limit state. Application of these ultimate limit states is demonstrated using validated FE models for
RHS-to-RHS (rectangular hollow section) X-joints, with braces
in axial compression and tension, and brace plate-to-CHS (circular hollow section) joints with braces loaded in axial compression.
Keywords hollow sections; joints; design resistance; finite element analysis;
ultimate strain limit
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Introduction

The first research into hollow section structural applications was undertaken in the early 1960s, and the first
preliminary tests on RHS joints were carried out in 1965.
In the 1970s an extensive experimental research programme involving various types of RHS joint was performed by Dutch researchers in cooperation with the
CIDECT organization, with the object being to generate a
large database of test results and produce models for joint
behaviour, and thus recommend design formulae. As a
result, the first fundamental treatise on hollow section
joints was that by Wardenier [1], published in 1982. This
was the first comprehensive technical publication providing design strengths for hollow section joints with an acceptable degree of accuracy for engineering practice.
The preliminary research [1] found that numerous hollow
section joint types experience significant chord deformation and plastification when subjected to relatively low
2

brace member loads. Behavioural non-linearity, resulting
in no clear ultimate load, required researchers to develop
unconventional means for determining serviceability and
ultimate limit states. As there may be excessive deformation, it was concluded that one possible way of determining joint capacity was to impose a practical limit on deformation and determine the capacity at that limit.
In 1977 Mouty [2] worked on a yield-line method for RHS
gapped K-joints and determined that the yield load predicted by his yield-line analysis corresponded to a connecting face deformation of 1 % of the chord member width b0.
Based on 12 experimental tests, his research suggested that
the deformation of the connecting face of the chord member be limited to 0.01b0 at the ultimate design load.
In 1982 Korol and Mirza [3] suggested that for RHS Tjoints, the ultimate deformation of the connecting chord
face should be limited to 25 times the deformation experienced at the joint elastic limit. The deformation at this
imposed limit was generally about 1.2 times the chord
thickness t0 and typically exceeded the limit set by Mouty
[2], except for large width ratios (β1 = b1/b0 = 0.83). In
1989 the International Institute of Welding (IIW) adopted
a serviceability deformation limit of 1 % b0 for RHS joints
(or 1 % d0 for CHS joints). This limit corresponds to the
typical out-of-flatness tolerance for RHS wall faces imposed on hollow section manufacturers. In 1994 Lu et al.
[4] proposed a single ultimate deformation limit that could
be applied to almost any type of welded tubular joint
(plate or I-beam-to-CHS joints, plate or I-beam-to-RHS
joints, CHS X-joints, RHS X- and T-joints) and which was
based on, and validated with respect to, both numerical
and experimental results. Lu et al. [4] proposed that the
joint deformation be limited to 3 % of the main member
width b0 or diameter d0 as an ultimate limit state. In
2000 the validity and suitability of this limit was confirmed by Zhao [5]. It was subsequently adopted by IIW
Sub-Commission XV-E [6]. Further, in 2003 Kosteski et al.
[7] found that, for brace plate-to-RHS welded joints, the
3 % b0 ultimate deformation limit load N1.3 % agreed well
with the yield load from an analytical yield-line model.
The ultimate deformation limit proposed by Lu et al. [4] is
now the most widely accepted ultimate deformation limit
used by researchers to limit the ultimate strength of hollow
section joints. The 3 % limit is useful as an analytical tool
for consistent comparison of results within a database, or
between the databases of various researchers, but is by no
means the only way to compare results and trends.
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Different deformation criteria can lead to different design
equations. Wardenier [8] shows – as an example for three
CHS X joints with β = 0.5 but three different 2γ ratios –
that different deformation criteria may result in a decreasing influence, no influence or an increasing influence of
the chord diameter-to-thickness ratio 2γ. This also explains the difference in offshore codes, which use the
larger Yura et al. [9] deformation limit.
In addition to the definition of resistance at the serviceability and ultimate limit states, FE simulations have to
deal with modelling the special characteristics of highstrength steel, account for welds, consider residual stresses after welding and address meshing intensity and types
of finite element used. Finite element analysis (FEA) has
been used for joints since the 1970s. Its ability to express
the real behaviour of joints has made “numerical experimentation” a valid alternative to laboratory testing. Recent studies by Xin and Veljkovic [10] and Ummenhofer
et al. [11] have included well-known principles for FE
modelling of hollow section joints, namely, several layers
of elements through the thickness and modelling of welds
and gaps between braces and chord. The material model
for FEA has to be represented by a true stress-strain diagram. Official recommendations for design using advanced modelling in structural steel are available in
Chapter 5 and Annex C of EN 1993-1-5:2006 [12] as well
as prEN 1993-1-14:2021 [13]. However, the ability of an
FE model to express the real behaviour of a joint must be
proven by validation and verification [14].
The notion of an ultimate strain limit for FE design is described in Annex C of EN 1993-1-5:2006 [12] and by
Wald et al. [15], with a maximum principal strain of 5 %
being advocated for the limit (but the maximum load governs if it occurs before the deformation limit). It is well
known that the surface strain in a welded hollow section
joint increases very rapidly as the measuring point approaches close to the toe of a weld. In fatigue design, CIDECT DG 8 [16] uses a distance of 0.4t0 (but ≥ 4 mm)
from the weld toe as a point of rapid strain increase.
Therefore, hot-spot strain (and stress) extrapolation methods use this as the nearest point of strain measurement in
both laboratory experiments and FE analyses. In the following application to RHS and CHS joints, stand-off distances of 0.25t0, 0.4t0, 0.5t0 and 1.0t0 from the weld toe
are investigated for the strain measuring location. The
maximum principal strain, either tensile or compressive,
is then monitored at all positions around the hollow section joint at, or greater than, this stand-off distance.

date and verify corresponding FE models for the purpose
of studying the stand-off distance associated with the 5 %
maximum principal strain limit state. The braces were
orientated at 90° to the chord member. Although the
specimens were fabricated with a T-shape, they are still
classified as X-joints because the compression loading applied to the brace member is transferred through the
chord member to a rigid contact surface on the other side
of the chord.
The selected joints were modelled with the commercial
software ANSYS v18.1, with 3D eight-node brick elements (SOLID185) and full integration. The geometries
were built according to actual measured dimensions,
while true stress-strain material diagrams – based on tensile coupon testes – were assigned for the non-linear material properties. The measured geometric and material
properties are summarized in Tabs. 1 and 2 respectively.
To take full advantage of the program’s computational
capacity, the meshes were adjusted such that the elements near the joints are approximately cubic, with four
layers of elements through the member thickness, whereas elements far away from the joints are stretched. Symmetrical boundary conditions were adopted, where geometries, loading conditions and other boundary conditions
are all symmetrical. Comprehensive mesh optimization
studies were performed to verify both FE models, and a
representative stress distribution is shown in Fig. 1. Corresponding load-displacement comparisons for FE model
validation are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and results for the
3 % b0 deformation limit are summarized in Tab. 3.

2.2

Stand-off distance study

In order to study the ultimate limit state criteria, validated
FE models were modified into X-shaped joints by creating
one more plane of symmetry across the chord web at midheight. The chord members were all modelled as hypothetical RHS200×200×8 members, whereas the braces
depend on β. The brace thicknesses were increased to
Tab. 1

Measured geometry of RHS specimens selected for validation of FE
models

ID

h0
[mm]

t0
[mm]

b1
[mm]

t1
[mm]

l0
[mm]

β

2γ

X1

203.6

5.96

100.7

8.74

1530

0.5

34.2

X2

203.1

8.85

204.0

11.67

1303

1.0

23.0

Measured material properties of RHS chords

2

Application to RHS-to-RHS joints

Tab. 2

2.1

Model and validation

Designation

Modulus E
[GPa]

Yield
strength fy
[MPa]

Ultimate
strength fu
[MPa]

RHS 203×203×6.35

197.4

388.3

508.7

RHS 203×203×9.53

194.0

398.1

519.8

Fourteen experimental tests on RHS-to-RHS X-joints
were recently performed at the University of Toronto [17,
18]. Of those tests, one stepped X-joint, with β = 0.5, and
one matched X-joint, with β = 1.0, were selected to vali-
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Tab. 3

X-joint capacities at 3 % b0 deformation limit – experiment versus FE

ID

Experiment
capacity [kN]

FE capacity [kN] Difference [%]

X1

126.5

123.5

2.4

X2

1262

1294

2.5

the end, four RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joints were analysed
with both axial tension and compression brace loading,
and their corresponding load-displacement curves are
shown in Figs. 4–11, along with the locations considered
for defining the ultimate strength or strain.

Fig. 1

Typical meshing and stress distribution – specimen X1 (β = 0.5)

Fig. 2

FE model validation for joint X1: brace load-displacement for FE
model and experiment

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 1.0, loaded
in brace tension

Fig. 5

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 1.0, loaded
in brace compression

FE model validation for joint X2: brace load-displacement for FE
model and experiment

ensure that failure occurs in the chords. All RHS members were assigned mechanical properties replicated from
the FE validation models, and RHS corner geometries
were also modelled as typical for cold-formed RHS. In
4

Stand-off distances of 0.25t0, 0.4t0, 0.5t0 and 1.0t0 from
the weld toe were examined for each joint in order to
measure the maximum principal strain. Multiple nodes
were monitored to ensure the detection of the node with
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Fig. 6

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.75, loaded
in brace tension

Fig. 9

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.5, loaded
in brace compression

Fig. 7

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.75, loaded
in brace compression

Fig. 10 Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.25, loaded
in brace tension

Fig. 8

Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.5, loaded
in brace tension

Fig. 11 Comparison of resistance – RHS-to-RHS 90° X-joint, β = 0.25, loaded
in brace compression
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maximum strain, both along and beyond these particular
distances and on both the inner and outer chord surfaces.
During the FE analyses, the strain in the braces was also
measured at the same distance from the weld toe to ensure that the braces did not reach 5 % maximum principal
strain prior to the chord.

strengths better than others and are hence recommended
as the measuring stand-off distances.

3

Application to branch plate-to-CHS joints with highstrength steel

In Figs. 4–11, the displacement corresponding to the governing 5 % maximum principal strain at each specified
stand-off distance is indicated by a dotted vertical line. In
Figs. 4, 5, the maximum strain at chord mid-height was
also monitored, as chord web failure is also a potential
chord failure mode for matched-width joints, especially
under brace compression loading (s. Fig. 5). For β = 1.0 in
brace tension (Fig. 4), all specified stand-off distances result in conservative strengths compared with the 3 % b0
ultimate limit load; for β = 1.0 in brace compression
(Fig. 5), strain at a stand-off distance of 0.5t0, in conjunction with the mid-height strain, serves as a fair reference
point in buckling cases. For β = 0.75, in both brace tension and compression (Figs. 6, 7), the joint is more flexible in comparison to the β = 1.0 cases, and the 5 % strain
load at distance 0.5t0 serves as a slightly conservative, but
relatively close, prediction of the 3 % b0 ultimate deformation limit. For β = 0.50, in both loading cases (Figs. 8, 9)
the joint is moderately flexible, and the 5 % strain load at
distance of 0.5t0 provides a good prediction of the 3 % b0
ultimate deformation limit. The joint with β = 0.25 is very
flexible, and the 5 % strain load with a 0.5t0 stand-off distance again correlates closely with the 3 % b0 ultimate
deformation limit for brace tension (Fig. 10); however,
the correlation for brace compression (Fig. 11) is less
close, but there is a huge reserve of load capacity beyond
the 3 % b0 deformation limit for such low-β joints.

3.1

Model, validation and verification

The results of the study of ultimate strength definition are
summarized in Tab. 4, where the 3 % b0 deformation limit
strength and the 5 % maximum principal strain limit
strengths are listed for comparison for each stand-off distance. In general, the results for stand-off distances of
0.4t0 and 0.5t0 match the 3 % b0 deformation limit

Tab. 4

The model, prepared with the FE program ABAQUS
v6.14, was built from eight-node brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). The calculation uses material
and geometrical non-linear analysis with a true stressstrain material diagram. The mesh size of 2.8 mm was
determined by a sensitivity study. The model was validated and verified by experiments with cold-formed CHS
longitudinal branch plate X-joints performed at the Czech
Technical University in Prague. The geometry of three
CHS specimens is shown in Tab. 5 and their material
properties are summarized in Tab. 6, where d0 is the
chord diameter, t0 the chord web thickness, h1 the connected plate width, t1 the connected plate thickness and
l0 the chord length. The geometry is described by the ratios β = b1/d0 and 2γ = d0/t0.
All the specimens were 90° X-joints with transversely
welded plates loaded in axial compression. Fig. 12 shows
a typical distribution of principal strain in the weld toe
region for a joint with β < 1. The load-deformation curves
in Figs. 13–15 show deformation of the chord surface
caused by the force acting in the brace member. The solid
lines represent experimental results and the dashed ones
the results of a numerical simulation. The models were
checked for applied load at a chord deformation of 3 %
d0. The correlation between FE and experimental brace
loads at this displacement shows reasonable accuracy,
with differences of up to 12 % (s. Tab. 7).

Difference in resistance predicted by 5 % strain limit and 3 % b0 deformation limit – RHS-to-RHS X-joints

β

Load

5 % maximum principal strain strength [kN] and MPS strength/3 % b0 DL strength [%]
0.4t0
0.5t0
1.0t0
0.25t0

3 % b0 Def. limit
strength

1.0

T

1952

2154

1.0

C

1193*

0.75

T

392

72 %

449

82 %

481

88 %

720

132 %

546

0.75

C

344

85 %

389

96 %

405

100 %

413

102 %

406

0.5

T

177

86 %

194

95 %

207

101 %

339

165 %

205

0.5

C

167

92 %

187

103 %

203

112 %

–**

0.25

T

107

100 %

116

108 %

123

115 %

232

0.25

C

108

111 %

133

137 %

146

151 %

–**

91 %

1963
1193*

*Peak load governs
**Results beyond the range of analysis
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1983

92 %

1193*

2010

93 %

1193*

1193*

181
217 %

107
97

Tab. 5

Measured geometry of CHS specimens selected for validation of FE
models

ID

d0
[mm]

t0
[mm]

b1
[mm]

t1
[mm]

l0
[mm]

β

2γ

LX1

101.6

4.85

100.2

15.3

1000

0.99

20.9

LX2

101.6

4.85

100.0

15.3

600

0.98

20.9

LX5

114.5

4.03

149.9

15.3

1000

1.31

28.4

Tab. 6

Measured material properties of CHS chords and brace plates

Designation

Modulus E
[GPa]

Yield strength Ultimate
fy
Strength fu
[MPa]
[MPa]

CHS 101.6×5.0

215

746

821

CHS 114.3×4.0

217

732

814

Plate

210

743

798

Fig. 14 FE model validation for joint LX2; brace load-displacement for FE
model and experiment

Fig. 15 FE model validation for joint LX5; brace load-displacement for FE
model and experiment

Tab. 7

Fig. 12 Principal strain in the entire strip at 0.5 t0 around the connected
brace weld in the direction of the main tensile strain

Brace plate-to-CHS joint capacities at 3 % d0 deformation limit – experiment versus FE

ID

Experiment
c apacity [kN]

FE capacity [kN]

Difference
[%]

LX1

132.5

148.4

12.0

LX2

131.3

140.1

6.7

LX5

79.2

88.3

11.5

3.2

Stand-off distance study

The maximum principal strain was measured in all joints
for stand-off distances of 0.25t0, 0.4t0, 0.5t0 and 1.0t0 from
the weld toe. Resistances predicted by the 5 % strain limit
and the 3 % d0 deformation limit were compared in FE
simulations (with models previously validated against experiments). Load-deformation diagrams are shown in
Figs. 16–18, and the results are summarized in Tab. 8,
where the 3 % d0 deformation limit strength and the 5 %
maximum principal strain limit strengths are listed for
comparison for each stand-off distance.
Fig. 13 FE model validation for joint LX1; brace load-displacement for FE
model and experiment
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Tab. 8

Fig. 16 Comparison of resistance predicted by 5 % strain limit and 3 % d0 deformation limit for specimen LX1

Difference in resistance predicted by 5 % strain limit and 3 % d0 deformation limit – brace plate-to-CHS joints

ID

5 % maximum principal strain strength [kN] and
MPS strength/3 % d0 DL strength [%]
0.4·t0
0.5·t0
1.0·t0
0.25·t0

LX1

163.9
110 %

164.4
110 %

164.6
111 %

166.4
112 %

LX2

155.3
111 %

155.1
110 %

154.9
110 %

154.2
110 %

LX5

52.2
59 %

52.2
59 %

52.2
59 %

52.2
59 %

4

Discussion

Hollow section joints are now commonly designed using
failure criteria applied to validated numerical models.
Based on numerical studies and literature observations, it
is recommended that, for the predicted capacity of hollow
section welded joints using finite element analysis, using
either solid or shell elements, the joint design resistance
be evaluated as:
(i) the load corresponding to the occurrence of a 5 % maximum principal strain in the chord member or the
brace member measured at a distance of 0.5t0 or 0.5t1
from the respective toes of the weld around the connected brace, where t0 is the chord thickness and
t1 the brace thickness, or
(ii) the peak load if it occurs at a maximum principal
strain < 5 %.
Fig. 17 Comparison of resistance predicted by 5 % strain limit and 3 % d0 deformation limit for specimen LX2

Fig. 18 Comparison of resistance predicted by 5 % strain limit and 3 % d0 deformation limit for specimen LX5
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The prediction of the resistance at a maximum principal
strain at a stand-off distance of 0.5t conforms with the fatigue design of hollow section joints and open section
joints where, depending on the code, 0.4t0 or 0.5t0 is used
as the nearest point from which extrapolation of hot-spot
strain is performed. The use of the maximum principal
strain limit in FEA results in greater safety in design due
to the consistency of predicted resistances for small and
large cross-sections and for complex joints under general
loading conditions. It has been shown that, relative to the
3 % chord-face displacement criterion, the 5 % maximum
principal strain failure criterion will not significantly
change the predicted resistance of a ductile joint, which is
due to the fairly flat load-deformation curve around the
displacement- or strain-limit load.
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